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ABSTRACT

Inspired by Gustave Lebon’s idea of crowds as single-

minded entities, we present a novel approach to de-

scribe the behavior of a crowd as a single entity, based

on the global movement of the entire aggregate of peo-

ple conforming the crowd. The present work signif-

icantly differs from existing literature where the be-

havior of single individuals within the crowd are the

building blocks to describe crowd behavior. A bi-

dimensional neural gas network is implemented to

learn the topology of the physical environment in an

unsupervised fashion, then a self-organizing map and

a Bayesian network are used to describe the behav-

ior of the crowd as a single entity. Experiments were

conducted using footage from New York Grand Cen-

tral Station to test the accuracy of our model to learn

and identify different behaviors of the crowd. Results

show high accuracy to identify behaviors under usual

circumstances and low but consistently increasing ac-

curacy over time on less common cases.

Index Terms— Crowd Behavior, Crowd Modeling,

Single-Entity Crowd Model

1. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of crowds has become common-

place in urban areas, as seen in massive audiences gath-

ering to enjoy a concert or sport event, political manifes-

tations, long queues to buy the newest smart-phone or

simply as large aggregates of people in shopping malls

or train stations. However, crowds are unstable and

highly emotional, hence understanding the dynamics of

crowds is essential to avoid dangerous situations as well

as for crowd control and of particular interest for the

development of dynamic cognitive systems intended for

smart cities [1, 2, 3].

Previous approaches tend to focus on pedestrian

tracking in order to model crowds and crowd behaviors
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[4, 5]. Unfortunately, performance of current tech-

niques for tracking decreases as the number of pedes-

trian increases [6, 7]. On the other hand, algorithms

intended for pedestrian detection are able to perform

well even on high density scenarios [8, 9].

Our proposed approach relies on pedestrian detec-

tion techniques to model a crowd as a single entity,

where the behaviors are described by changes in den-

sity distribution within the crowd. Hence our method

is able to learn and identify behaviors with high ac-

curacy regardless of changes in crowd density levels.

Starting with input signals representing the position

of individuals at a given time, we first obtain a topo-

logical representation of the environment partitioned

into small regions using a Growing Neural Gas (GNG)

[10]. The configuration of the crowd at a certain mo-

ment is described by the number of people in each

region of the environment. The set of different con-

figurations of the crowd are clustered into states using

a Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [11]. Hence, the GNG

clusters input signals to provide a topological represen-

tation enabling us to describe a crowd’s configuration

as a uniform observation state vector whereas the SOM

clusters the observation state vectors into states to de-

scribe the crowd’s dynamics as state transitions in a

Markov process. Using a Dynamic Bayesian Network

approach [12], a separate model is constructed for each

learned behavior.

1.1. Literature Review

Multiple approaches have been proposed to model

crowd behavior, either focusing on the individual as

agent-based models or to a higher level of abstraction

as in flow-based models. Suport Vector Machine (SVM)

approaches have been widely adopted for the task of

crowd behavior modeling as in [13] for static crowd

behavior intended for crowd control. Also, the work in

[14] presented a structural SVM learning method for

detecting groups in crowded environments. A dynamic

agent-based method was presented in [15] to model

collective behavior patterns of individuals in crowded

scenes. The authors of [16] made use of motion-flow



models to analyze behavioral patterns in crowds using

flow estimates for behavior recognition. An approach

to cluster trajectories using GNG is presented in [17].

Similarly [18] used a GNG to provide a topological

representation of the environment but made use of tra-

jectories to identify major pedestrian flows, whereas our

approach considers only density distribution changes

to model the movement of the crowd which is advan-

tageous when trajectories are fragmented due to high

density levels. Our previous work in the subject as

presented in [19] started to explore the idea of describ-

ing crowd behaviors using a Bayesian approach but it

was limited to describe a crowd as a Markov process

without formally modeling behaviors.

The rest of this work is organized as follow: Our pro-

posed approach is described in section 2. Results and

discussion of conducted experiments to validate our ap-

proach are shown in section 3. Finally, in section 4 we

present our conclusions and intentions for future work.

2. METHODS

This method describes the behavior of a crowd by

the changes in density distribution over time. First, the

topology of the observed environment is learned with a

GNG and divided into regions to have a formal descrip-

tion of the crowd’s configuration (density distribution)

at a given time. Second, we train a SOM to cluster simi-

lar configurations of the crowd to a given state, enabling

us to describe the dynamics of a crowd by state transi-

tions as a Markov process. Third, we train a separated

Bayesian model for each behavior we desire to identify.

2.1. Topological Representation

A GNG is used to learn the observed environment’s

topology in an unsupervised fashion. The set of input

signals employed to learn the topology is defined as

yt:τ = {ŷ1t , ..., ŷNt
}τt=1 (1)

where ŷit ∈ R2 is the estimated position of person i
at time t during an observation period from 1 to τ (to-

tal number of observations). The GNG is defined by

a set A of nodes and a set M of edges. The structure

of the GNG is described with a set of M unweighted

edges. The GNG starts with two nodes initialized to

random positions and nodes are added or removed by

evaluating the input signals from yt:τ until the num-

ber of nodes converge to a maximum accumulated eu-

clidean distance between a node and its associated in-

put signals. Upon completion of the adaptation phase,

the set A = {n1, ...,nQ} provides a topological represen-

tation where nk corresponds to a physical region in the

environment. The use of the GNG is illustrated in Fig-

ure 2(d) by yellow circles representing a node nk placed
above its associated physical region. Once we have ob-

tained the toplogical representation, a function g is de-

fined to classify the set of all input signals at time t

g(yt) = zt (2)

where zt = {rit , ..., rQt
} is the observation vector of the

crowd at time t and rit ∈ R contains the number of peo-

ple in the region ni at time t, for all Q regions depicted

by the GNG. The size of yt changes as people come and

go but zt remains with size Q at all time. Hence zt pro-

vides a uniform description of the crowd’s density dis-

tribution at a given time.

2.2. Dynamic Bayesian Network

In this work the dynamics of a crowd are described

as a Markov process. A dynamic Bayesian network of

type Hidden Markov Model (HMM), as shown in Fig-

ure 1, is implemented to learn different behaviors of a
crowd. The hidden vector state xt depicting the con-

figuration of the crowd as a whole is estimated from

the observation vector zt defined in eq.2. A collection

of estimated hidden vector states over a discrete period

of observation, xt:τ = {x̂t , ...x̂τ}, is used to train a SOM

comprised by a set S of neurons and a set E of edges.

The SOM is configured in an hexagonal topology with p
rows and q columns for a total of v neurons. Neuron’s

weights are initialized randomly and distance among

neurons is measured by the number of edges between

them. After completion of training, we can use SOM to

classify any state vector estimation x̂t to a state (neu-

ron) sk ∈ S . At this point we are able to describe the

dynamics of a crowd observed from input signals yt:τ ,

converted to observation vectors zt:τ and estimated hid-

den vector states x̂t:τ as a sequence of state transitions

{sa, ..., sk ;sj ∈ S}.

2.3. Crowd Models

A separated model bi is created for each crowd

behaviour we intend to learn. For each model bi we

require a training set sbi = {sa, ..., sk ;sj ∈ S} obtained
from input signals yt:τ displaying the crowd’s behav-

ior intended to model. We create a transition matrix

TRANSbi of dimensions v×v, where v is the total num-

ber of states (neurons) in SOM. We employ TRANSbi to

learn the transitions as presented in sbi . This procedure

is repeated for each behavior. Once the transition ma-

trices for all behaviors have been created, we employ

the training sets {sb1 , ...,sbu } to produce the emission

matrix EMIS with dimensions of v × u where v is the



Fig. 1: Dynamic Bayesian network.

total number of states from SOM and u is the total

number of modeled behaviors.

The dynamic bayesian network bi is characterized

with a conditional probability distribution function de-

fined as

Φ
bi
st ,st−1 = e(bi |st)Pbi (st |st−1) (3)

Where e(bi |st) is the emission probability of bi and
Pbi (st |st−1) is the probability of state transition from st−1
to st given from TRANSbi . Prior probabilities e(bi |s0)
and Pbi (s0) are assumed to be uniform densities and

learned from training data. In the above definition, the

observation sequence is limited to previous (st−1) and
current states (st), but this can be extended to a higher

order m and calculate Pbi (st |st−1, ..., st−m) by recursion.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

To validate our proposed model’s capability to learn

and identify different behaviors in a crowd we employ

the Grand Central Station dataset [15]. This dataset

provides the ground truth (manual annotations) of the

observed trajectories for each individual and it is used

as the input signals as defined in eq.1.

The GNG is trained with the following parameters:

input signals = 273,000, λ = 50, εb = 0.2, εn = 0.005,
α = 0.5, amax = 20, d = 0.995. A snapshot of the footage,

plotting of input signals, the trained GNG and the par-

titioned environment are shown in Figure 2.

The SOM is configured in an hexagonal arrangement

with 100 neurons (10 columns and 10 rows). Neurons

weights are initialized randomly within the input space

and the initial neighborhood size is 3 with 100 steps in

the ordering phase. Training phase is performed over

500 epochs by competitive layer without bias and using

14,000 observation vector samples as input signals.

Employing the GNG and SOM, a total of seven train-

ing sets were prepared, one for each different behavior
to be modeled. Each training set contains 2,000 ob-

servation vector samples. A behavior is characterized

Fig. 2: a) Footage of New York Grand Central station.

b) Sample points of observed trajectories. c) Topology

learned with growing neural gas networks. d) Environ-

ment representation divided by regions.

by all detected individuals heading to the same di-

rection, in the experiments presented here we employ

7 different directions: north-east, north, north-west,

south-west, south, south-east, mixed directions. A plot

of each behavior is presented in Figure 3.

To evaluate the above created models, 7 testing sets

were prepared with 2,000 observation vector samples

for each set. Additionally, three variations of each test-

ing set were used for evaluation where 100%, 75% and

50% of people behave according to the testing set’s

intended behavior and the remainder percentage of

people behave in different behaviors. The performance

of the models capability to identify each behavior are

recorded after different periods of observation: 1 ob-

servation, 10 observations, 20 observations, 30 obser-

vations. Results are shown in Table 1, separated into 3

sub-tables for each variation of the testing sets, by rows

for each behavior and by columns for each length of

observation period.

The results in Table 1(a) show a low accuracy to

identify most behaviors after only one observation but

consistently increase after more observations, this is

reasonable as 100% of people in the testing set moving

in the same behavior is a very unlikely scenario from

the provided data. However, in Table 1(b) the results af-

ter just one observation are high as only 75% of people

follow the detected behavior, which is a more common

case. Results in Table 1(c) where only 50% of people

follow the intended behavior are still high for most of

the behaviors. A testing set with less than 50% of peo-



ple following the same behavior would imply that this

is not the predominant behavior in the crowd.

(a) Test set with 100% of trajectories moving according to each

of the tested behaviour.

(b) Test set with 75% of trajectories moving according to each of

the tested behaviour.

(c) Test set with 50% of trajectories moving according to each of

the tested behaviour.

Table 1: Results of model’s performance to identify

learned behaviour after St−1, St−10, St−20 and St−30 ob-

servations. Three different test sets are employed to

evaluate each behaviour as indicated in (a),(b) and (c).

A direct comparison between our and other related

methods would be inaccurate since our method mod-

els the predominant behaviors of the crowd as a whole

whereas existing methods model one or several be-

haviors based on partial features of the crowd. Addi-

tionally, a significant portion of literature that studies

crowd behavior is focused on abnormality detection,

which is not covered in the experiments presented here.

It is also important to notice that the conducted exper-

iments made use of the ground truth provided for this

dataset, therefore the results presented do not account

for the accuracy error added by the underlying algo-

rithm employed for pedestrian detection.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The main contribution of this paper is a novel ap-

proach to learn and model the behaviors of a crowd

as whole by a combination of existing methodologies,

namely, Growing Neural Gas, Self-Organizing Maps

and Bayesian Networks. Behaviors are modeled by

changes in density distribution in the crowd rather than

by observing single trajectories of individuals. This ap-

proach is advantageous when crowd density is high as

in such circumstances people counting approaches per-

form better than pedestrian tracking techniques. Also,

seen the crowd as a whole provides a novel and perhaps

more comprehensive understanding of the crowd’s dy-

namics. The experiments yielded high accuracy to

identify different behaviors in crowds even when the

predominant behavior is exhibit by as low as only half

of the individuals in the crowd. Future work will in-

clude the use of this approach to estimate the emotional

state of the crowd and to learn causalities in emotional

state changes.
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